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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY. MARCH 7, 1933

VOLUME XXXII. No. 39

Monthly Scouting
[Three Are Pledged Varsity Vodvil Winners
M Club Tourney D ate
Trip Is Staged | By Pi Mu Epsilon
Is Postponed Indefinitely
Selected Are Phi Delts
By Mountaineers
Due to Lack o f Sales
And Kappa Alpha Thetas

Group Plans for Annual Banquet
To Be Held Next Quarter
Saturday's Excursion Was the Most
Successful of the Year,
John Clark, Missoula; Ben White,
Little Reports
Missoula, and Bert Robinson, Livings Kappa Kappa Gamma and Independent Men Awarded Second Places;
Banking Holiday Causes Cash Shortage Among Students, Townspeople;
ton, were pledged by Pi Mu Epsilon
Affair Was Scheduled Originally for Tomorrow, March 8;
Silver Loving Cups and Cash Prizes Given Victors
“Of all of the monthly scouting trips | a t a 8peCial meeting Thursday night,
May Be Given First Week Next Quarter
Of Annual State University Show
staged by the Montana Mountaineers
pj jyiu Epsilon is a national matheduring this school year, Saturday’s j matics fraternity in which candidates
Indefinite postponement of the annual M club tournament was was the most successful,” Prof. E. M. for membership must have consistKappa Alpha Theta and Phi Delta Theta were awarded cups for first
Little reports. “We finished our scout- entiy maintained a high degree of
announced yesterday by August Botzenhardt, president of the club. ing at an exquisite mountain lake at 1scholarship in mathematics and in places in the women’s and men’s acts in the Varsity Vodvil production
The reason was given as lack of sales, the recently declared banking the foot of the king of the North
presented at the Fox-Wilma theater last Friday evening. The two
other University work.
holiday having caused a shortage of cash among the students and Missions which we named ten- Plans were discussed for the an- groups also received cash awards of $25 each, in addition to the $25
— -------------------- ----------------- :----townspeople who would have attended
tatively "Split Mountain” because of jnuai banquet which is to be held early which is given every competing group
the program.
From the
a deep notch on the summit culminat- jn y,e gpring quarter soon after Dr. to help defray expenses
IQ f a f a ^ i l l S p e a k
The tournament, originally sched
Second place among the sororities
ing in two chimneys.
Lennes returns.
_____________ — ---As far as is known, this mountain
uled for tomorrow, March 8, was post
went to Kappa Kappa Gamma, and
poned until the first week of next
is uncllmbed and may be unclimbaWe. J
» • * •
•
among the men’s groups, to the Inde
a NOTHER Varsity Vodvil is in the quarter since there are no available
It glistened brilliantly in the clearl
1Jyt f l f \ n
pendent men.
sunlight as did the numerous sh a rp | J d l l C r
I
The awards were made to directors
past tense. Seven more acts dates left this quarter. Present ten
ridges nearby, all of which were covtative
plans
schedule
the
date
for
of the winning acts immediately fol
have been written, rehearsed, re
jered with thick snow and frost.
March 29.
lowing the second show when the votes ‘The tin d e r Box of Asia” Will Bo
rehearsed and finally presented be
Interpreted a t Colloquium
“The foot of the lake is at the head
of the judges were collected and
“No one will be able to buy tickets Debate Squad Wins at Bozeman
Wednesday Afternoon
fore an audience that yearly grows
Iof the south fork of the South Fork
counted by Dick Schneider, manager,
to the tournam ent now, because all
Visiting
Bobcats
Are
Given
■ore critical of the results. I t seems
of Crow creek, three miles south of
and Tom Coleman and Stanley Hill,
funds have been tied up, and the fans
new outlook upon the Japanese
Decision in Missoula
(0 us rather too bad tbat the prizes
Ronan.
his assistants. Judges of the contest and Manchurian situation expressed
do not have the available cash on
fbr the show have to be, divided as hand,” said Botzenhardt, “so, under
“Two of the party, Millard Evenson
were Mrs. R. L. Housman, Mrs. W. A.
Upholding the negative side of the an(j Michael Clapp, went to the top Clogging, Tumbling, Folk Dancing, Simons, Anne Platt, C. W. Hardy, by Gedrge E. Sokolsky in his recent
(key are—one for the best women's the present conditions, we will not be
book, “The Tinder Box of Asia,” y ill
Basketball, Fencing Feature
question:
that tha
the United | ot Roiind mountain where they viewed
naaHnn- “Resolved:
“RoanivflH • thnf
act and one for the best men’s act. If
Frank T. Jones, H. G. Merriam, and be Interpreted by W. P. Clark, pro
able to finance the tournament, and
Evening’s Program
all of the acts could be Judged for will have to postpone it until a future States Should Agree to Cancel Inter- a glorious panorama, while Lincoln
Darrell Parker.
fessor of foreign languages, at Col
Allied
War
Debts,”
the
Montana
State
jpglnality and perfection of presenta
Landall explored the north fork of
Kappa Alpha Theta presented
date.”
College freshman boys’ team won a the South Fork.”
'
' I Plans for the physical education ‘L’Amour Toujous,” a song and dance loquium, Wednesday afternoon a t 4:30
tion, there would be less difference in
o’clock,
in the Natural Science build
The
M
club
tournam
ent
is
an
annual
unanimous decision over the State
The scouting party consisted of the demonstration which the Women’s act, featuring tap and waltz choruses,
the two winning acts. When three acts
ing. The book takes in Japan’s ac
are all superior to the other four, it affair, composed of boxing and wres University freshman women’s team in following members: Prof. E. M. Little j Athletic association is sponsoring to
ocal
trio,
a
specialty'dance,
and
a
and Prof. Hampton Snell, Millard I n|8ht are complete, according to an vocal solo by Gertrude Warden. tions up to the time of the attack upon
hardly seems right that two of the tling bouts, and exhibition matches in Main hall auditorium last night.
Jehol. Mr. Sokolsky is definite in his
acts should get so little credit for fencing and saber. The first tourna Millett Keller and Carroll Speck Evenson, Michael Clapp, Lincoln Lan announcement made by Eva Lesell ‘Whereas, Henceforth and Hereafter,”
ment
was
held
in
March,
1923,
and
represented the State College and dall, George Brooks, Tom Brierly, Belt, who is in charge of the affair. by Phi Delta Theta, featured vocal opinion regarding the action of the
their .achievements. Of course, we
United States toward Japan.
was
originally
a
smoker
with
the
An
admission
charge
of
10
cents
will
Ruth Freed and Letitia Kleinhans rep Stephen Wilkie, Ed Granmo, Osbord
ipallze that such a system would give
solos by Rowe Morrell and Monte
Sokolsky is intimate with officials
be collected at the door of the
either the men or the women—we jfights superceded by music and a resented the State University. Anne IStoverud nd George Lynum.
Reynolds, a string quartet, two dance of both Japan and China. His wife is
lunch.
The
next
year
brought'
a
women’s gymnasium. The program is
C. Platt, associate professor in the |
haven't decided which—an advantage,
choruses and a 20-piece orchestra.
Chinese,
and he has spent the greater
and
it
was
held
as
a
fight
scheduled
to
begin
a
t
7:30
o’clock.
Department of Home Economics; Dr.
in the final scoring. The best system, Icllange
Outstanding among the numbers part of his life in her country. He is
Three clog numbers, Yankee Doodle,
after all, would be a non-competitive ProSram from then until «>e present D. E. Jackson, Presbyterian minister,
presented in Kappa Kappa Gamma’: an authority upon his subject. Mr.
Dixie, and Billie McGee, will be done
ferformance. And that would prob- date- 11 is staEed by the members of and Prof. E. E. Bennett, of the Depart
“Bells Idea,” was a cow chorus, a toy Sokolsky was born in Russia, lived
by Ina Ann Brophy, Hermina Girson,
fa y result in the dying-out of Varsity the M cIub of the State University, and ment of History, judged the debate.
soldier chorus and a vocal duet by for a time in the United States before
Elsie Hirshberg, Mary Beth McKenzie,
Sbdvll, because it hardly seems prob- the proceeda are used t0 promote col- Harvey Thirloway, president of the
Mary Isobel Stewart and Margaret going to China, and a year ago re
Joan Mathews, Ruth Stephenson, Ger
Montana Debate union, presided.
able that any group would put in I*e®e athletics here.
Bielenberg. “It’s Not in the Cards,1 turned to this country. He has been
trude Thalmueller, and Pearl Johnson.
fa irs of labor on a performance gen- The tournaments in the past have A unanimous decision was granted
by the Independent men won particu writing voluminously since his return.
The entire folk dancing class will give
erously donated for the pleasure of been successful financially and from the State University women’s debate
lar favor through its vocal solos by Two recent numbers of the Outlook
a dance, and Barbara Bayard, Thelma
“
jptertalning. People are peculiar, but the viewpoint of the fans. Approxi team over the Eastern Montana Nor-1
Walton Cosgrove and the originality of carry his articles, and the December
mately five hundred people have paid mal school at Friday’s debate in Main Melting Pot Theater Forms Setting Buck, Harriet Calhoun, Velma Clark, the details of the plot.
(aw of them arc that peculiar.
Atlantic Monthly contains an article
Jean Gordon, Mary Frances Hardin,
to see the bouts each year, and have hall. The affirmative side of the same
For Varied Adventures
Alpha Phi’s “Pennies on Parade’ entitled “America Throws a Monkey
Mary Jean McLaughlin and Dorothy
been pleased with the exhibitions. A question was upheld by Dorothy Leon-1
Jn Dramatics
presented an original theme and feat Wrench.”
n THE communication written the
Powers
will
appear
in
the
Duo
dance.
silver loving cup is presented to the ard and EUnore Shields of the State
ured with Its dance choruses, vocal
: Kaimln by the Masquers, last week, fighter who puts up the best demon University, while Juanita Davis and
Carl Glick, former dramat instruc-|T he Ukranian dance will be done by and violin trios. Something new in
CHRISTIE VOTED INTO CLUB
fere mentioned several points whichstration of skill and sportsmanship. In IAlice Clement, representing the Bill- tor at the State* University, and now H arriet Calhoun, Velma Clark, Jean
Varsity Vodvil skits was presented in
■ust be taken into consideration in 1927, the cup was won by Billy Dugal, ings school, argued on the negative director of the Melting Pot theater in Gordon, Mary Frances Hardin, Mary Phi Sigma Kappa’s “Non Compuf
Carol Christie of Whitehall, was
Jean
McLaughlin,
Dorothy
Powers,
Judges were Mrs. Barnard New York City, is preparing for his
f a “difficult and complicated proc- who is now a promoter and match- sjde.
Mentis,” a satire upon the wet-dry sit voted into the Mathematics club at the
Margaret E. Johnson and Gwendolyn
Ms” of selecting a play. Oqe of these maker in Missoula, and in 1928, Ken Hewitt, Miss Marjorie Shane and Mrs. third production in the independent
uation. “Jungle Jingles,” by Sigma regular bi-weekly meeting Thursday.
theater, according to a letter received Priess.
faflculties is the small number of Davis won it. Other winners of the Nellie Trakell.
Alpha Epsilon offered an excellent The program included a talk by Bert
Two fencing matches between Carol
Last night Catherine Sinnott and by Prof. R. L. Housnian.
orchestra and featured Bill Hawke as Robinson on “Infinite Series.”
fay s that permits amateur produc cup have been Jimmy McNally, 1929;
•
tion. Another is the fact that the Rueben Lewon, 1930; Cale Crowley, | Helen Huxley at a debate in Bozeman The Melting Pot theater was organ- Black and Marion Bates, and Gerald a cannibal king.
This is the last meeting of the club
1931,
and
Noral
Whittinghill,
1932.
ized
last
fall
by
a
group
of
people
ine
Ede
and
Betty
Ann
Anderson
will
with
the
College
women’s
team,
up
M asq u ers are limited in stage equip
this quarter; the next meeting will
ment and actors. After having seen The M club hopes to put on one of held the affirmative side of the war who wished to adventure in dramatics. be included in the program. An ex-| Harold Hague Harr y Lash, Corbly be on April C.
Mr. Glick said in his letter, “Some of hibiti011 of floor work will be given' Lash, John Grierson and Andreas
’fjt.U.R." and a variety of one-act the best tournaments this year, and debt question for the State University
Florence Jones, Ruby Michaud, Grande were initiated last Thursday
Adelaide Olinger left this morning
fay s, from “Spring” to “The House will have a program of good fights Iand were given the decision. This \ started out to create our own the-1
f tt h the Twisty Windows,” we are in for the fans who put away 75 cents iafternoon they will meet the School ater. We plan to do plays th at the l a t h e r Strauss, Margaret Bielenberg, night into Alpha Kappa Psi, honorary for Great Falls after spending the
I
commercial
managers
shy
at—and
are
Joan
Greene, Dorothy Eastman, Lu- business professional fraternity.
of Mines women’s team in Butte.
week at the Tri Delta house.
clined to doubt that lack of stage until next quarter.
having loads of fun. It’s largely a cille Chapman, Edna Hendriksen,
equipment could m aterially affect the
professional cast—people who want to Katherine Thrailkill, Gladys Swanson,
nplce of a play. Actors are another
keep their hand in together with someiLou,se Voorh®es, Isabelle Witkauckas,
f itte r . We will agree that many
very experienced amateurs from the jEmmelene
McKittrick,
Gather
fay s demand characters almost Im
little theaters throughout the country. Bouse, Eloise Ruffcorn and Elizabeth
possible to obtain from a college supis
from
!
Schubert,
We do everything ourselvi
f a As tor the first point, we admit
A basketball game between an all
painting scenery to acting—and thus
fat, it a play will not allow amateur Question Arises as to Legality of Drastic Measure Issued by Newly,
it goes. We gather together some sorority team and an all-independent University Professors Comment on President Roosevelt’s Proclamation
rifauction, tiic Masquers are handiInaugurated President’s Proclamation
team
will be a feature of the evening’s
Creating National Banking Holiday
patrons to be assured of an audience,
tapped. Another point which we have
__________ .
and our opening nights are sort of entertainment. The all-sorority squad
fatrd frequently ’d etermines the choice
;
_
. . .
Ti
,. , ,
.
,,
Of a play is the amount of royalty
President Roosevelts far-reaching proclamation, which has clo sed sa la events on the lower E ast side.” includes: Leola Stevens, Evelyn LeLess than 36 hours after he had been inaugurated into office.
vander—Kappa Delta; Carol HambleM »d. We know nothing about either the doors of every banking institution in the United States, is ad- Tlle flrst play was produced early
ton, Louise Geyer, Juanita Armour— President Roosevelt on Sunday night, issued a proclamation which
I J t h e last two points in connection ..............
m itte d lv a“ w
a r-tim e m
ea su re w
hich finds precedent
p re c e d e n t only
c t l“Enemies
" December’
and
'™s
“
wa‘
d™"\a’
mittedly
war-time
measure
which
only in an aact
at Home, written by Glick. Alpha Xi Delta; Mary Castles— Sigma for four days will close the doors of every banking institution in the
1 * these plays, but we have a few passed by Congress during the World war. Therefore there arises
The third production, to be given late Kappa; Lois Elda Howard—Zeta Chi; United States. Following a consultation with political and financial
fa » In American plays, that we would the question of the constitutionality o f* — I------------------------------------------this month, is a labor play, and the Margaret Breen, Virginia Bode— leader^, the action o f . the president *--------------------- ---------------- — :--------Imuch °*
of its
Uke to suggest for Masquer consid- the drastic step taken by the new lmuck
Ks functions to the president
was deemed necessary due to “ heavy j^on to relieve the situation by the
group is now working on two other Kappa Alpha Theta. Players for the
fatio n : Eugene O’Neill’s "Beyond the president. Regarding the legality Of | Courts
v' wuito have
Ma¥C shown a steadily increas plays, one dealing with the problem jail-independent team are: Sara Miles, and widespread withdrawals of gold end °* ^be week,
farlzon"; anything by Philip Barry, e s action, Dean C. W. Leaphart and ing desIre to uphold legislation against
*8 uncertain what steps congress
of the child on the streets of the East Ada Wood, Peggy Wilcox, Helen Mer- and currency” from the banks of the
f a especially “Holiday” ; Elmer Rice’s Prof. David R. Mason of the School attacks ot this character.
There side, and the other a political drama. cer> Dorcaa Reach, Carol Wells, Laura nation and to “increasingly specula-1
*a^e *° stabilize and strengthen
T treet Scene” ; George Kaufman’s of Law have given the following W0l,ld be room for argum ent here,
tive
activity
abroad
in
foreign
exAmerlcan
banks in this emergency,
These will be produced this spring or Maftln, Edith Hankins, and Louise
Ifjfnce lq a Lifetime” and “Alison’s opinion:
I
Authority Limited
change.” An act of congress, passed They will probably pass a law which
next fall.
Harmon.
“A
second
objection
is
that
congress
w n se” by Susan Glaspell. If all of
1917
gn 38 will limit withdrawals, and there will
r. Glick became director of draA tumbling act will be given by a
“The president’s proclamation raises itself has no authority to pass such
fa se are impossible of Masquer pro
for such Iundoubtedly, be much discussion re
several very interesting questions acts. Our federal government is one matics a t the State U niversity'in 1925 special tumbling class that has been the president the authorit;
motion, we are sorry, because they
garding a national guarantee law.
steps.
and produced “Captain Applejack” as holdlnS sessions on Saturday mornwhich would require elaborate study I
— ------He plays tb at we really would like to for satisfactory answers.
0* dele£ated power. It has only such his first long play. At that time the lngs under the direction of Laura Mar- The president’s proclamation or .However, the passage of a national
guarantee law, other than a tempor
He. As a m atter of fact, whether the
“In the first place the act of con- as are ex*)re88l>r or impliedly granted Masquers had grown to a large group tin.
The tumblers include Ruby dered an embargo on exports of gold
fa y is American or Dutch South | gress on which he relies for his au- t0
in the conatitution of the United and Mr. Glick saw the necessity of a IMichaud, Sara Miles, Ada Wood, Carol and silver and prohibited the earm ark ary one. Is not probable as it would
States.
The
constitution
gives
ex
be a very decided step toward state ‘
Srlcan, if the Masquers put it on we
thority was passed as a war measure clusively to congress the powers to new building. Simpkins hall was re- Hambleton, Helen Mercer, Carol ing of American gold for foreign ac
socialism.”
see It. We have an incurable
land was undoubtedly m eant to enable coin money, regulate the value thereof, modeled during the summer of 1926 Wells, Edith Hankins, Peggy Wilcox count. It also authorized the issuance
“The tremendous withdrawals of
||H |k n e s s ' tor Masquer plays and they
President Wilson to meet the emer and of foreign coin; to borrow money and the Little Theatre was the result Eleanor Fredrickson, and Laura of clearing house certificates to pro
i jp e u 't yet produced an accent bad
vide a medium of exchange with which gold and silver for the purpose of
j Martin
gencies into which we were plunged on the credit of the United States; to of the work.
to frighten us away.
business can function (luring the holt- hoarding and forelgn inveatment’ Par'
by the war. However, the act was regulate commerce with foreign na Mr. Glick left In 1928 for San A n -!
ticularly in the east and middle west.
day.
*
never repealed. Steps certainly could tions, and to make laws necessary and tonlo, Texas, and was instrumental in
,
.were largely due to the fact that the
RUNG is here, and with the spring haye been taken under It sh0rtly folImmediately following the Issuance I
,
. ,
proper for carrying into effect the the construction of a community lit
.
(confidence of many people was shaken
comes the appointment of garb lowing the w'ar. It does not neces- powers expressly delegated to the fed tle theater there. He has also written
of the proclamation the question arc
and shattered
result of many
numerous
plays,
one
of
which,
“The
to
whether
the
United
States
had
^nm ittees. Time was when the selec- sarily follow that because it
eral government. In addition, the
bank failures. Without government
f t a of the most original, attractive jw»r measure it is no longer in effect L overnmenl ot the Unlted state8 has Devil’s Host,” played in both New
Dean C. E. Mollett of the School of gone off the gold standard. Secretary | interference the whole banking strucPharmacy has recently sent herbarium of the Treasury Woodin quickly a n d |ture was (]U(, to crash like a house
practical garb was a m atter of after the termination of the wai. ’pbat been vested exclusively with the power York and England.
faalry between the upper classes. It ra*scs one interesting question.
of representing the nation in all of Another of his plays, for which a specimens ot Montana drug plants to emphatically denied that this was the 1of cards. The present bank holiday
a pleasant custom, and we rather
Question Constitutionality
its intercourse with foreign nations. title has not yet been decided upon, I Dr. L. K. Darbaker, professor of phar- case.
!will do a great deal towards restoring
Due to the banking situation and to confidence.”
• a f a that It will be continued. How- "Assuming th at the act is still in ef-j Power over fiscal affairs and foreign is now being cast and will be produced j maceutical botany and pharmacology
shortly after Easte
at the Pittsburgh College of Pharmacy the necessity for legislation to meet • Dean Line expressed faith in the
ir, even In our collegf. life it has feet, it seems clear tbat it purports relations is thus vested in the federal I
at Pittsburgh, Pa.
it, the president on Sunday also issued ibanks of Montana and said that their
Sly decreased in importance. An- to give the power to take drastic steps government. The courts have shown
Specimens of Montana Arnica, Yel a call for a special session of con-1 moratorium was out of sympathy with
• r thing to blame on the depres- to prevent hoarding and the other ac- an Increasing tendency to give effect
College. Knowledge Program low Aconite and Buck Thorn, all na gress to meet In Washington at noon the rest of the nation rather than
I lions prohibited. There is still the to the doctrine that congress is the
we suppose.
tives of Montana, were included in the on Thursday.
question whether the act of congress .primary judge of the appropriateness
Over Station KGVO
through necessity.
shipment. The School of Pharmacy is Stating that the national b: ik holiTerming the recent deluge of witliM tlD RECEIVES INSTRCCTIONS Iis constitutional when, and if, applied of any given method of carrying into
the number drawnls from banks throughout the
making exchanges with various other day was inevitable due to the
Hki..
_____
to peace times. The first point raised Ieffect the powers delegated to it, and
Tonight! 8:39 to tt o’( hick
th
schools throughout the country in of state bank moratoriums; throughout
Iunited states as “an unsocial attitude
lie Griszly band was instructed would be whether In our governm ent!hoarding and the other acts prohibited
)r. Charles F. Deiss will speqk
order to complete its herbarium col the nation, Dean
Line of the Ivery injurious to the nation,” Matheus
afrday by Captain F. B. Rogers with its threefold division of powers, Imay have a real relation to the sub“ Palentology and Human Proglection. At the present time there are School of Busirn
Administration, Kast, associate professor of economics,
f il in g what its duties will be In executive, legislative, and Judicial, the Meets, singly or collectively considered,
s. Kenneth Skrukrud will offer
approximately
two
hundred
specimens
yesterday
expressed
doubt
as to the Iyesterday expressed the hope that
iRv O.T.C. reviews that will take legislative branch — congress — could iin respect to which federal power
eral vocal solos.
jdelegate what might appear to be sojexlsts.”
jin the Montana collection.
ability of congress to speed up legisla-j
(Continued on Page Two)
( next quarter.
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JOHN B. CURTIS--------------- ---------------------------------------EDITOR

A Cry for Action
Faced with what is probably as serious a situation as any incoming
president ever has had to face, Franklin D. Roosevelt has launched
himself into immediate action in an effort to bring order out of im
pending chaos. Before the hustle and bustle of the inauguration cere
monies had died away, the new executive was busily engaged with his
associates, striving to solve the nation's most immediate problems.
Conspicuous by its absence was the customary frivolity and light
heartedness which has marked most inaugurations of the past. While
outwardly the traditional pomp and pageantry of the occasion held
sway, running through the huge crowd which heard the new president
was an air of seriousness and expectancy which is characteristic of
the nation today. Drama is in the air. The situation is comparable to
the days of 1865 when Lincoln began his second term in the chair of
the chief executive; to 1916, when Wilson, after “ keeping us out of
war,” went before congress a year later to plead the cause of democ
racy. It is a time filled with many happenings, and momentous things
may be expected.
With serious visage and in decisive tones, reminiscent of his name
sake who preceded him in the role of the nation’s highest citizen, Presi
dent Roosevelt made his speech of inauguration. In his address were
present sincere purpose, firm determination, quiet confidence in him
self and the nation. An awareness of the. necessity for quick action
dominated his words. We admire him for his efforts to eliminate the
weighty and cumbrous maneuverings of congress by his desire to
accept full responsibility and authority, a thing no peace-time presi
dent has ever had. These are unusual and critical times— new methods
may have to be used in leading the way out of the dilemma. It is no
time for halting, half-hearted attempts.
We of the colleges are disgusted, sickened with the prolific grafting
antics which have been made to pay by so many dextrous individuals.
We are tired of watching the delightful farce of congress— an institu
tion which, from babyhood, we are taught to hold in reverence as the
guiding star of the nation. Call it idealism if you will; name it a Quix
otic jousting with windmills; but we and many others admire the
attitude of the new president. After many attempts, diluted by the
process of red-tape and tinkering, it looks as though something really
were going to be done. And action, right now, is what the American
people, its youth in particular, are seeking.

Money-Root of All Evil!
Holidays are funny things. As a general rule, we have always
understood they were events to be looked forward to, and anticipated.
We have enjoyed them to the utmost, regretting the passing of every
precious moment, the while cognizant of the iminence of the return to
the workaday hum-drum.
We never thought that we would live to see the day when “holiday”
would have any meaning other than one of pleasure.. But now most of
us are experiencing something new and different in that line. It is
embarrassing that a holiday would turn traitor on us and leave us
with 13 cents in our pocket!
We can take comfort in the fact that heedless college students are
not the only people1caught short. Private Citizen Herbert Hoover,
we learn, is experiencing difficulties along the same line as we are.
That inimitable wise-cracker, Will Rogers, declares that the Rogers
family will have to subsist on horsemeat until the head of the family
finds it possible to cash a check. ‘A movie star who foresaw the
impasse and cashed several checks, smilingly went to her bank to
remove the money from her safety-deposit box, only to find that that
would not work either. What price the credit system?
Locally, however, we find a rift of silver in the low-lying fore
boding economic clouds. For instance, this is an ideal opportunity
for testing the spiift of fraternity brotherhood. The affluent brother,
who in these times of stress will stake a less fortunate soul to cigarette
money, will indeed fulfill the obligations of the mystic brotherhood.
After all, if one feels in the proper mood, there really is a lot of
humor in the situation, comparing notes and seeing whom amongst
one’s circle is the hardest hit. And it is a great commonizing agent,
bringing the people of the United States together in one tremendous
offensive drive against the ogre of Depression.

Polish Up the Old Apple
Let1s go! The big fight is now on! And the referee’s whistle won’t
blow until 5 :2 0 o’clock Thursday, March 16. In the meantime no
holds are barred. It’s every man and woman for himself and the best
may or may not win, according to the mood of the professor. There
■will be few students missing classes this week. And nearly everyone
will be in his place with a big smile on his face. Women will do their
best to vamp the poor instructors and men will “step" his daughter or
daughters, if any.
Don’t worry, though. The professors will be on the lookout for
you, and most students who want interviews will have to show that
they have a legitimate excuse. Professors will be seen dodging about
the campus like hunted men; many will have a haggard look on their
faces before this quarterly ordeal is over. For the grade rush is on!
And many a student who has attended a three-credit course only twice
a week will vainly wish he had had more will-power when the sun was
shining.
Here’s luck to all of you! We hope that there is among us no stu
dent with soul so dead that he will not strive to get a better grade
than he deserves.
Two weeks from now when the line forms on the left and students
emerge from the fray, clutching handbooks, with all the emotions of
which the human face is capable, running over it, we hope you will
not forget the two signs which hang directly underneath each other
in the dean’s office at Creighton university: “Get your grades here”
and “Pass out quietly.”

(Continud from F i n Oh )
congress will come to the defense of
the banks by passing strict banking
laws which will, among other things,
limit withdrawals.
“An unbalanced budget and the
possibility of inflation caused people
to be uncertain as to the stability of
the dollar. Some wanted to gam Me
in foreign exchange and on the possi
established on this campus in July, bility, in case of inflation, of gold bet
1909, was the second national wom lng at a premium. Others had fears,
en’s fraternity to be founded a t the more pronounced in the east, of losing
everything.”
State University. The local organiza
“We still have a sufficient supply
tion which was granted a charter to
of gold to allow us to keep on the
Kappa Alpha Theta was known as
gold standard. The situation is not'
Theta Phi.
comparable to the situation in Ger
Kappa Alpha Theta holds three cups
many following the war when the gold
which were awarded as first prizes for
reserves were almost totally depleted
Varsity Vodvil In 1926, 1927 and 1933.
and there was no stable currency,”
Among the Thetas prominent on this
said Professor Kast.
campus are: Mary Breen, A.W.S.
president, member of Mortar Board The effect of tne closing of the
and Tanan; Ruth Wold, Phoebe Pat banks, and the subsequent shortage
terson and Ruth Wallace, members of of currency, has already been felt at
Montana Masquers; Margaret Breen, the State University for it has neces
Willie Clary, Martha Busey, Florence sitated the postponement of the an
nual M club boxing tournam ent Twq
Harrington and Ruth Wold, Spurs.
Included among the prominent state high school basketball tourna
Thetas of recent years are: Jeanette ments have been called off due to the
McGrade, 1932 May Queen; Patricia situation.

CALENDAR
a t Montana
Friday, March 10
Sigma Alpha Epsilon........................................................... Dinner Dance
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sigma C h i....................................................................................... Fireside
Saturday, March 11
Kappa Alpha Theta was founded
Delta Delta D e lta ......................................................
Fireside January 27, 1870, a t DePauw univer
Phi Delta T h e ta ..................................................................Pledge Formal sity, then Asbury college, Greencastle,
Phi Sigma K a p p a ............................................................................Fireside Ind. Alpha Nu chapter, which was
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Professors Discuss
Banking Situation

CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Dick Schneider, with Tom Coleman
and Stan Hill assisting, presenting the
Varsity Vodvil cups to representatives
of Kappa Alpha Theta and Phi Delta
Theta—High lights—Phil Pollard lead
ing the Phi Delt nut chorus, a big
band—Rowe Morrell crooning—Alpha
Phi’s vocal and violin trios pleasing
with “Play Piddle Play”—Faye Nlmbar and Jane Tncker — H arriet
(Salome) Foote going Harlem-ish in
the night-club chorus—Gene Lambert
hoofing, Bill (King) Hawke Injecting
loads of pep into the S.A.E.’s band
and act—Grace Johnson, Gin and Dude
Warden harmonizing and the Theta’s
blue-chorus bringing down the house
—Bob Hendon personallt-izlng, Squint
Peden vocalizing Nat Allen’s original
music from the gallery In Phi Slg^
“Non Compus Mentis”—The Kappa
Kappa Gamma contented cow, military
wedding scene and some very, very
striking costumes getting a big hand
—Independent’s Angle (Hamlet) Vidro
soliloquizing, Caruso Cosgrove vocal
izing, Les Pace melodram-iztng, Kink
Meloy, Izzy Wellcome and Daughter
Don H arrs carrying on some very ef
fective chatter — Dick (Manager)
Schneider experiencing much diffi
culty In his enunciation of “winning
wlmmin’s act”—Bobby Bell cheering
him on from the back loges.
If technocracy discussers
- Would all wear muzzles;
We then eliminate the workers
Of Jig-Saw puzzles.

At the Fraternities and Sororities
Frankie Liston was a dinner guest
at the Sigma Kappa house Sunday.
Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line were din
ner guests a t the Zeta Chi house
Wednesday evening. After dinner Mrs.
Line addressed the members of the
sorority on “The A rt of Living."
At the Sigma Kappa house Thurs
day evening the dinner guests included
Eleanor MacDonald, Gale Gibson and
Edith Lewis.
E. C. Kurtz, Hamilton, was a Sun
day dinner guest a t the Sigma Nu
house.
Dinner guests a t the Delta Gamma
house Sunday were Mary Alice Coulson, Julia Swenson and Helen Scott
Art Stubkjare was a dinner guest
at the Delta Sigma Lambda house
Saturday evening.
Mary Emmett was a dinner guest at
the Alpha Chi Omega house Friday
night.
Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma house were Ethel Em
ery, Lina Greene, Betty Nofslnger and
Evelyn Hemgren.
Mrs. James Dunn of Deer Lodge vis
ited her daughter, Kathleen, at the
Alpha XI Delta house over the week
end.
Mrs. S. A. Cooney of Helena, Mary
Beth McKenzie and Tana MacDonald
wefe dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha
Theta house Sunday.
Dinner guests a t the Alpha Chi
Omega house Sunday were Alice Grif
fin, Eileen Crego, Ruth Nickey, Amoretta Junod, Marion Davis and Thelma
Wendte of Billings.

Week-end Guests
A gentleman, In our estimation, Is
a fellow who’ll never strike a co-ed Everett Logan, Deer Lodge, and
Norman
Walker,
Bob Bell and Leonard
. . . except for a loan.
Vance of Ronan were week-end guests
Reading In Hill's manual of 1878, at the Delta Sigma Lambda house.
we were surprised to find a suggestion Barbara Bell, Conrad, was a guest
so appropriate for the modern college at the Alpha Chi Omega house over
male when calling on a North, Corbin the week-end.
Jack Hebert, Kalispell, was a week
or sorority house date. It Is entitled
“Self-possessed Gentility In the Par end guest at the Sigma Nu house.
Julia Swenson, Kalispell, was the
lor.”
“If possible," says the m anual cas- guest of Mary Alice Coulson over the
week-end.
ually, “avoid calling a t the lunch or
dinner hour. Say bright and witty Thelma Wendte, Billings, was a
things. Avoid ' politics and religion week-end guest a t the A l p h a Chi
(Including scientific subjects). Say Omega house.
Wayne Miller, St. Regis, spent the
nothing th at will lead to discussion
A lady engaged upon fancy sewing or week-end at the Delta Sigma Lambda
house.
needlework need not lay aside same
(Note: no need for worry here.) A
gentleman m ust hold h at and gloves
In hand unless Invited to lay them
aside. A gentleman may deposit cane
and overshoes In the hall.”
All of which should be very valuable
to the collegian contemplating a date
in the near future.
And parlor dates, which have been
more popular this year than ever be
fore on account of the depression,
have received a new Impetus during
this "bank holiday.” A fellow could
tell hts date he was too broke to take
her to the show and she might not be
lieve him . . . but now you can tell
her that you can't cash your check
and she’s got to believe you.
OUR BEST EXCUSE
Of course, it isn’t lore, my dear,
That causes me to write this here,
Or stride about the habitat
Of my beloved Greek-en frat
And wonder where on earth you’re at.
And when you’re willing to be seen,
I postulate, “Where has she been?”
It Isn’t love that makes me fret.
It must be something that I et.
No doubt it is.
bIn registering for a college class
I suggest they give the gas
To guys who yodel this old tripe
"I took the course . . . and it's a
pipe.”
Now th at Varsity Vodvil is over, the
people who never attended practices
are sorry.
And those who did, want to put the
show on again this week-end.

Residence Halls
Week-end guests a t Corbin hall were
Alice Clement of Rapelje, Juanita
Davis of Willow Creek, Alice Craw
ford of Hamilton, and Lalla Brook of
Helena, who was the guest of Mrs.
F. K. Turner.
Dean H arriet R. Sedman was a guest
for dinner a t Corbin hall Friday.
Bennie Brooke was a Sunday dinner
guest a t Corbin hall.
Helen Huxley spent the week-end
In Dillon.
Betty Kelleher was a Saturday night
dinner guest of Mary Beth McKenzie
at Corbin hall.'
Betty Ann Anderson spent the week
end at her home in Garrison.
Sunday dinner guests a t North hall
were Ruth Ambrose, who was the
guest of Marie Benson; Miss Vesta
Swenson, the guest of Gladys Walters,
and Miss Helen Groff, the guest of
Miss LaGreta Lowman.
Dean Harriet R. Sedman and Miss
Lalla Brook of Helena, were Saturday
dinner guests of Mrs. Theodore Brantly at North hall.
Katherine Conger was a dinner
guest of Katherine Mason Sunday at
North hall.
Mrs. Frank Leonard of Butte was
the week-end guest of her daughter,
Jane, a t North hall. Mrs. Leonard
returned to her home Monday.
Mrs. James Gillie left for her home
In Butte Sunday, after spending sev
eral days with her daughter, Rose
mary, at North hall.
Mrs. F. M. Lewellen of Plains, was
a week-end guest In Missoula and a
Saturday luncheon guest of her daugh
ter, Marlon, at North hall.

Jose T. Simangen
Will Leave Soon
Graduate

Returns to Native
Equipped to Teach

Land

Jose T. Slmangan who came to this
campus five years ago, Is going back
to Tuguegarao, Cag., P. I., early next
month. In less than four years he
received his B.A. degree and for the
past year he has been working toward
his m aster’s degree in botany. While
he is teaching In the Islands his.
younger brother, Estaban, a freshman,
will remain here and attem pt to live
up to his brother’s reputation for ac
tivity.
When Joe came here he spoke Eng
lish well enough to elude a high school
course usually compulsory for Filipino
students. Last year he placed second
In the Aber Oratorical contest.
He has been active as a member
of the executive committee of the
Student Y. M. C. A. of the Northwest
when he represented Montana at Port
land, Ore., in 1931. He has been a
prominent member of the Interna
tional club, the Fellowship group, the
Glee club and the University band
From his own experiences here he
has been able to help newly arrived
Filipino students to establish them
selves on this campus.

‘Dutch Treat”
Co-eds In Numerous CoUeges
Adopt “Pay Your Own Share*
Plan
No longer would the North and Cor
bin hall girls and even the co-eds liv
ing in the sorority houses have to sit
and hope for some boy to call for a
date if they should adopt the plan
which is becoming popular in many of
our larger colleges among the fairer
sex. Co-eds a t many of our schools
are adopting the depression idea or
the “Dutch treat” plan whereby the
girl pays half the bill when going out
on dates.
College girls at the New Jersey col
lege for women recently expressed
their Ideas on this subject when they
condemned the a rt of “gold digging'
and declared themselves In favor of
the “dutch tr e a t ”
Teams at this school debated the
question, “Resolved: th at all college
dates be ‘dutch treats’.” Both the
unanimous decisions of the judges and
the sympathy of the student audience
were overwhelmingly for the affirma
tive.
The arguments which won the day
were: girls are economically able to
pay for dates as are men; the “dutch
treat" habit eliminates “gold digging1
among college girls; and the “dutch
treat” habit is wise from a moral
standpoint because it causes mutual
respect.
PHARMACY GRADUATE
IS VISITOR ON CAMPUS
Mrs. Don Owsley of Butte, a grad
uate of the School of Pharmacy in
1928, was a visitor on the campus yes
terday. Before her marriage, Mrs.
Owsley was Ollie Koss. She plans
on taking the examinations before the
State Board of Pharmacy in April in
order to become a licensed pharmacist.
She has been working part time in
the Owsley Pharmacy Inc.,- of Butte,
of which her husband Is proprietor.
The pharmacy also employs two grad
uates of the School of Pharmacy, MelC. Davies, '28, and Ja c k ‘ Dough
erty, ’31.

Regan, Junior Prom Queen, 1932;
Mary Louise Davenport, Kappa Tan
and M ortar Board; Marlon Hobbs,
prominent in dramatics and a member
of Mortar Board; Louise Lubrecht,
Junior Prom Queen in 1930; Georgia
Strlpp, Tanan and Mortar Board;
Maureen Desmond Flitner, outstand
ing in dram atics; Nan Walsh Tlernan,
who took part in many musical activi
ties, and Alice Lease Gouser, dra
matics.
Members of the faculty who are
Kappa Alpha Thetas are: Catherine
White, assistant professor of library
economy; Bernice Berry Ramsklll,
piano Instructor; Ruth Nickey, head
of the Department of Physical Educa
tion, women’s section; Esther Porter,
graduate assistant in dramatics, and
Jessie Cambron Trelchler, secretary to
President Clapp.
Prominent local alumni of this
sorority are: Mrs. John Lucy, Mrs.
Paul Bischoff, Mrs. H. G. Merriam and
Mrs. George Turman.
Several Thetas of national import
ance are: Mrs. Herbert Hoover, Jr.;
Marjorie Maxwell, Chicago opera star;
Mrs. Ruby Green Smith, leader in
adult education in New York; Dr. Phyl
lis Bartelme, juvenile psychologist;
Helen Jacobs, nationally-known tennis
player; Mary Margaret McBride, au
thor; Dora Shaw Heffner, Red Cross
worker; Marion Jennings Slaughter,
composer, and Lyla Marshall Harcoft,
a rtis t

Fellowship Group
Will Plan Conference
Tonight a t the last meeting of the
quarter, the Fellowship group will
select a date for the annual spring
youth conference to be held early in
May.
High school students from towns
in western Montana gather here in
the spring to attend the youth con
ference. It will sta rt with a banquet
at the Baptist church where a wellknown religious leader will discuss
modern youth problems. Saturday the
University students will entertain the
visitors with a picnic up the Rattle
snake. In former years the confer
ences have been very well attended.
INDEPENDENTS TO GIVE
MIXER FRIDAY NIGHT
Sponsoring the last activity of the
winter quarter, the Independents are
giving air all-school mixer in the
women's gymnasium Friday night
Barbs will get in on their activity
tickets, others will be charged 25
cents. Bob Leslie’s orchestra will
furnish the music.
t

Clark W ill Give
Philosophy Course
Prof. W. P. Clark, instructor in
Greek and Latin, is planning to offer
a six-weeks course during summer
quarter whldh will deal with Greek
Philosophy.
Upper-class students,
graduates and others who can prove
themselves qualified in experience
may enroll for the course.
English majors will find it helpful,
and it will be of general interest to
all students, Professor Clark believes.
There are two major periods in phil
osophy—the western European or
Ancient Greek period, and the Modern
period, while the third or Scholastic
period is a minor one, Professor Clark
stated. “The Ancient Greeks were the
pioneers in philosophy,” he said.
“Greek philosophers have been some
of the best the world has ever pro
duced.”
FORMER KAIMIN EDITOR
EMPLOYED BY MAGAZINE
Harold Joyce, editor of the Kaimin
in 1929 and a graduate of the School
of Journalism in 1930, is employed as
California correspondent for “The
Ring,” a national boxing magazlne.Joyce has boxed a good deal during
the last two years and in this way is
able to pick up first hand knowledge
of the boxing game. He also write*
short features for the same magazine.
Patronize Kalmiu advertisers.

MONTANA TEACHERS
Needed Immediately for 1933
Vacancies

£ . L . Huff Teachers Agency
60S W ilms Bldg.

Missonis, M ont

Perky Blouses
and Sweaters
need charming, well-fitting
skirts and captivating berets
to c o m p l e t e the co-ed’s
spring outfit
Plaid or eggshell blouses
and bewitching sweaters are
necessary campus clothes.
The skirts are in charming
pastel shades that blend
beautifully with innumerable
bright colors.

SUITS
Steam Spotted and Pressed

65c
sorority Sunday evening. The occa
sion was a buffet supper which was
served at Mrs. Larson’s home on
Beckwith. About thirty guests were
present.

Afternoon Tea
Marlon Davis entertained at tea Sat
Buffet Supper
urday afternoon complimentary to
And the managers are all pleading
Mrs. C. 0. Layson and Mrs. E. C.
Adelaide Olinger, Great Falls; Bar
with their respective groups to allow Fritz entertained in honor of the ac
bara Bell, Conrad; Thelma Wendte,
them to direct their shows again next tives and pledges of Delta Delta Delta
Billings, all of -whom were spending
year.
each of nine studios trying to be first the week-end with friends in Missoula.
The
tea was held from 3 to 5 o’clock
Oh yea!
with a movie on the subject.
They should have little difficulty in at Miss Davis’ home where about sixty
guests
were present.
Early to bed
picking their casts.
And early to rise
Informal Tea
Helps one avoid
Many Montanans very shortly will
A lot of guys.
b e . trying out for parts in some of Complimentary to the actives and
pledges of Sigma Nu fraternity, a tea
these pretzel-pictures.
was held at. the home of Mrs. J. E.
The song-of-tbe-moment, In our
estimation, is: “Brother, Can You And It is unnecessary to announce Miller on University avenue Sunday
Cash a Check?”
that the beer cycle here has already afternoon. Assisting hostesses were
Mrs. John Lucy, Mrs. J. B. Speer, Mrs.
been launched.
Variety reports th at Hollywood is
William Walterskirchen, Mrs. Alex
about to launch a beer cycle—with Officially, too, we’ve beard.
Peterson and Mrs. R. C. Shaver.

Fashion Chib Cleaners
Phone 3661

Delivery

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
LAST TIMES TODAY.'

WHEELER & WOOLSEY

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

PAT O’BRIEN

— In —

— In —

“So This Is Africa”

“Laughter in Hell”

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Barbara Stanwych

A MARX

— In —

“Ladies They Talk
About”
FRIDAY! LEE TRACY In

“PRIVATE JONES”

BROS.
— In —

“Monkey Business

” ;
Brought Back So Hundreds Mar
See It a Second and Third Time :
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Lack o f Funds Forces Suspension
Heavy
O f Annual Minor Sports Tourney
jh fa University and State College Abandon Meet for This Year;
I
M Chib Program Is Postponed

Snow Spirited Match
Stockman
Requires No Gives
Place on Card
Extra Labor

As a Group

Decision Names Stephens’ Opponent
In 31 Club Tournament

Championship Bont
I A positive decision to abandon for this year the annual State Uni- But One Man Hired to Clean Snow
And Ice from Campus
Jack Stockman, Los Angeles, won
versity-State College Minor Sports tournament was made by the athletic
Sidewalks
a decision from Elmer Cyr of Alberton
^officials of the two institutions and announced yesterday by Harry
in. a spirited match th at determined
Adams, director of minor sports competition here. The announcement
An unusually heavy snowfall dur- which would grapple with Virgil

g tre "lack of funds" In the minor®------ ------------------------------------------ —
ing the past winter was taken care Stephens, Tarkio, for the 148-158Sports athletic balances of both the
of with a minimum of extra labor re- pound championship in the M club
Poseman and the local Institutions as
quired to keep the campus sidewalks Itournament. This was the second
• the reasons for the tem porary aband
clear of snow and slush," Perry i time these boys met, having wrestled
onment of the meet.
Coach Vadal Peterson of the Uni Sparks, head janitor, said yesterday, to a 16, minute, no-decision match last
Adams, in making the announce
versity of Utah, calls Ray Buzzetti of One man was hired for approxi- week,
ment said, “We couldn’t make an offer
Montana State College, the greatest mately eight days during the last few | Following are the wrestlers who
to bring the Bozeman team here and
guard In the Rocky Mountain confer days of cold weather to clear the rem-1 will attempt to break bones and half:
as they didn't have the finances to
ence. Ills opinion is shared by mem nants of ice which still clung to the jNelson their way to the championship
'come, it was decided to call the meet
bers of his team, who unanimously cement walks. Outside of this one in their classes: 118-128-pound divlptf for this year.” The cancellation of
chose hint on their all-opponent team. man's labor, all work of • removing sion—Edson Black, Butte, vs, Dick
the meet in reality rested upon the
snow and ice was done by the State Karnes, Libby; 128-138-pound—Fred
Shoulders of the State College offi
University truck driver and Mr. Benson, American Falls, Ida., vs.
Buzzetti was the leading scorer Sparks.
cials. Adams expressed regret at the
George Brooks, Mount Shasta City,
Suspension of the long-established in among the guards In his division, At 7 o’clock each morning follow- Cal.; 138-148-pound division — Jack
door athletic relationship between the scoring 42 field goals in 12 games. In ing a snow storm, Lawrence Toner, Cougill, Conrad, vs. Dick Lovely, Deer
colorful rivals in state sport compe seven conference games he scored University truck driver, cleared the Lodge; 148-158 pounds—Virgil Steph-:
more points than the forward he op walks with the V-shaped snow plowjens, Tarkio, vs. Jack Stockman, Los;
tition.
posed and in another held him even. which was pulled behind the truck.
Bozeman Wins In 1982
j Angeles; 158-168-pound—Howard Fog-i
Early in the season when Sparks|elsong, Conrad, vs. Edwin Walcott,!
| The meet has for years decided the
Counting
free
throws,
Buzzetti
was looking for some student to help|T roy; 16^-178-pound—Bob Meyers,!
collegiate champions of Montana in all
of the boxing and wrestling divisions scored 105 points to 110 for the for Toner handle the plow on his early IMissoula, vs. Roger Grattan, Missoula.;
and has been the only state collegiate wards who opposed him. He was the morning job, a student approached ------------------------------- ---------- :-------- j
swimming tournament. A year ago in leading factor in the Bobcats’ offense him and asked for the position. He Ibefore the mail *man could drive i n ;
appeared ambitious so he was told to and deliver the University’s mail,
Bozeman, the Bobcats made a near as well as their defense.
show up at 7 o’clock each morning Teams and slips were used to remove
Sweep of the meet, tieing in the box
He
had
only
10
personal
fouls
called
when it appeared necessary for the Isnow drifts from the sidewalks. Howing competition and winning both the
on
him
in
12
conference
games
and
plow to work. Every morning during ever more snow fell this past winter
wrestling and the swimming events to
garner 84 points to the Grizzlies’ 44 was never ejected from a game on the winter Toner patiently awaited his than in any year since 1922, was the
fouls. His opponents rate him better helper’s arrival but when no one a r opinion expressed by Mr. Sparks yes
Carroll Considered
rived he was forced to do the job with terday.
| Until Carroll college of Helena sus than Brick Breeden in his prime.
out any help. The plow is heavy and
pended competitive athletic relations a
Oregon
State
college
won
the
cham
under ordinary circumstances better I
short time ago they had been seriously
Considered as likely prospects in mak pionship of the northern division of results are obtained when some person
ing this year's tournam ent the first the Coast conference and wIU m eet the is riding the plow to keep it clear of j
one to include Montana’s entire col Trojans Friday and Saturday a t Cor obstacles and to hold it close to the I
Phone 8118
legiate circle in the indoor competi vallis to settle the supremacy of the ground.
coast.
Occasionally a blizzard drifts snow
tion. The School of Mines at Butte
Dry Cleaners
into piles on walks and roadways and j
also was to hare been invited to send
Cancellation of the Class A and packs it so tightly th at it is useless
a team to compete.
^ The annual M club tournam ent also Class B basketball tournaments at to attack it with the ordinary plow.
was -postponed until the opening week Great Falls and Bozeman was a great Under such circumstances a blade is
of spring quarter. This action was disappointment to high school players pulled by the truck under the snow
made necessary in the light of the throughout the state. It is hoped that in such a m anner th at it is cut loose]
national banking holiday and the sub the meets will be held next year It from the ground. If the d rift is
Special RENTAL RATES
packed hard enough it is an easy mat
sequent lack of funds among the stu  financial conditions are better.
ter to throw it out of the way without I
dents and townspeople.
to
Suits will he issued for spring foot breaking it up.
Students
ball practice on March 20 and 21, the Nineteen twenty-two was a banner
opening of the spring quarter. Prac year for the snow plow crew. Snow
tice will begin immediately after and drifted to a depth of ten feet in man&
will continue not more than six weeks. places, Mr. Sparks said, and one morn
ing the Maintenance department had
127 East Broadway Phene 2457
Brigham Young university, winners to dig out the snow from the Oval
of the playoff in the western division,
Sigma Chi Is Toppled from Lead; will play the winners of the eastern
division for the Rocky Mountain con
Yebis Chi, Sigma Alpha Ep
ference title. Wyoming and Colorado
silon Forfeit Games
Teachers are deadlocked in the east
s With only two matches left to de ern division and will play off their
cide the winner of the Interfraternity tie this week.
Bowling league, team standings. have
taken on a different aspect since Sat Bearcreek high school played Bil
urday when the Sigma Nu squad top lings Polytechnic institute and came
pled the Sigma Chi team from the out winners, 52 to 20. The high school
lead by winning two out of three boys were leading 42 to 9 at the be
games.
ginning of the fourth quarter when
’ Both the Yebis Chi and S. A. E. they inserted their second string into
teams failed to appear for their the lineup.
matches, giving the Phi Delts and the
Bill Corbus, Stanford's student body
Kappa Sigmas three straight wins.
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu are president and all-American football
now leading the pack while the Sigma player, is continuing his campaign for
Chi team is running third. Dudley paid collegiate football players. He
Brown, rolling for the Sigma Nu team, accepts every opportunity to speak
rolled high single game with a score before meetings at other coast col
leges.
of 213.
Sigma Nu still retains the highest
team game with 997 pins, while Frank- Dean Line of the School ot Business
Flanagan, Sigma Chi, holds high Administration will speak to the
three-game score with a total of 611 Orchard Homes Women’s club a t 3
and John Sullivan, Phi Delta Theta, o’clock tomorrow afternoon on the
Is credited with a high game of 268. subject, “Family Budgets.”

Sporty Vents

Show a United Front
In Support o f Your Paper

Missoula Laundry
Company

Right or wrong, The Kaimin , published by
the associated student body, warrants the co
operation and support of every student in the
State University. Such is the only way we can
assure the continued regular publication of
this, your paper. As a group, a united front
is necessary for the desired results. Are you

T y p ew riters

Sigma Nu Ties
j Phi Delta Theta
Ii} Pin Tourney

Next Saturday Sigma Nu and Phi
Delta Theta play, while Sigma Chi
rolls 'th e Yebis Chi team. The out
come of these games will mean a
great deal when the final playoff is
held spring quarter.
Team standings:
Won Lost Avg.
Sigma Nu .............. ..... 14
7 .666
7 .666
Phi Delta Theta .... ...... 14
Sigma C h i.............. ...... 12
9 .671
Kappa Sigma ....... ...... 8 10 .444
8. A. E..................... ....... 8 13 .380
Yebis Chi ........... ...... 4 14 .222

Just a few pennies
for this bowlful of

Phone 2442

RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
BEAUTY PARLOR
186 Higgins Are.
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

NATURAL
ENERGY FOOD!

The First National Bank
The F irst and Oldest
National Bank In
Montana

L, C. Hurtt Addresses
Freshman Foresters
The last o( a series ot professional
lectures to freshmen enrolled In gen
eral forestry was completed Thurs
day when L. C. Hurtt, In charge of
range management for the Northern
Hocky Mountain Experiment station,
spoke to the class on “Grazing Man
agement” In the School of Forestry
building.
5 H urtt gave four lectures to the
bUss and presented the various
Phases ot the handling of grazing
kinds in the National forests.
Earlier in the quarter, J. B. Thomp
son, ranger in charge of the Priest
River Experiment station in Idaho,
lectured to the group on the influence
of forest tem peratures, relative humid
ity, wind movement as taken from
sfunple plots at the experimental foreat
'-There are more than thirty students
enrolled In the general forestry class.

behind it?

Lister Typewriter
Service

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9t Higgins Building
I’hone 4097

DR. J. L. MURPHY *
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
100 E. Broadway—‘Phone 4104

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

OU GET your money’s
w o rth w hen you
o rd e r ShreddedW h eat.
It’s all of Nature’s great
energizing food. .. whole
When you see N iagara Falls
wheat. N othing added,
on the package, you KNOW
nothing taken away.
you have Shredded Wheat.
Just golden brown bis
cuits of whole wheat, ready-cooked, ready to eat, delicious
and easy to digest. A treat you’ll never tire of; a well-bal
anced meal with milk or cream and fresh or preserved
fruit. And a sustaining meal that will help you SAVE
MONEY! At all campus eating places.

■

SHREDDED WHEAT
ALL THE WHEAT . . . ALL THE BRAN
THE NATURAL ENERGY FOOD

MADE BY NATIONAL

biscuit company

Uneeda B a k e rs

Individually
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The m erchants who support your paper
through their advertisments expect your support. When you buy some article that has
been advertised in The Kaimin , use the phrase
“I saw it in The Kaimin.** As individuals
having a common interest in the paper, get
behind The Kaimin and co-operate with our
merchant supporters to the fullest extent.
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1 Read and U se Kaimin Classified Ads 1
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Varsity Track Squad Meets Today
To Arrange for Indoor Workouts
Telegraphic Freshman Meet Between Schools of Northern Division
Of Pacific Coast Conference Is Proposed
Varsity track men at the State University will meet with Coach
Harry Adams this afternoon at 4 o’clock in the first turnout of the
1933 season. Plans will be made for the indoor workouts, but the
actual practice will not start until the snow has cleared from the field.

A. W. S. Is Unable
To Send Delegate
The State University will not be
represented at the Associated
Women Students' convention this
year. The convention will be held
in Ithica, N. Y., and with the funds
in the treasury low, the organisa
tion decided not to send a dele
gate.
The women are asked to get in
nominations for A. W. S. officers
either next week, or the first week
of spring quarter. Women run
ning for office must be either
juniors' or seniors, and the peti
tions nominating them must bear
ten signatures.
,

MONTANA

The student body of .the Mexican
A resolution before the Wyomlp
Agricultural school went on a strike legislature would place assistant ptt
against the new methods introduced lessors and Instructors at the Stat
and the school immediately advertised university on a lower scale than th
Acting try-outs for those who have
for a new student body.
I janitors.
not previously tried out will be held
in the Little Theatre for men Tuesday
afternoon at 4 o'clock and for women
a t 4 o’clock Wednesday afternoon. Big
Reserve Officer Is Well Pleased men aro particularly needed.

Local Group
Is Inspected
By Berglund

Dean C. £. Mol I eft
Asking for Papers

Notices

With Progress of Scabbard
And Blade Chapter

Two women will be chosen from the
Home Economics club for the Matrix
Honor Table at a meeting to be held
Elmer A. Berglund, reserve officer
Thursday evening in the Natural Sci
from Seattle, inspected the chapter of
ence building. All members of the
Scabbard and Blade here last week.
club are urged to attend.
Mr. Berglund is on an inspection tour
of all chapters of Scabbard and Blade
Cercle du Chevalier de la Verendrye
in the ninth corps area and came here
will hold its “do-as-you-please” meet
from Bozeman. His next inspection
ing a t the home of Astrld Arnoldson
will be the chapter at Washington
at 7:30 o’clock Thursday evening. All
State college.
students of 15 rank or above are in
”1 am well pleased with the progress
vited.
of this organization and believe that
it has gotten along very well consider Frosh basketball players who have
ing th at it was organized less than not turned in equipment m ust do so
three months ago,” said Mr. Berglund. by Wednesday of this week.
The chapter of Scabard and Blade,
national honorary m ilitary fraternity, There will be a Spur meeting Thurs
was reorganized soon after the winter day afternoon at 5 o’clock in the west
quarter began. The first chapter on parlor of North hall.
this campus was organized in 1922 and
If a student at the University of
pronounced inactive in 1929 by the
national convention because of indebt California receives an “A" on an ex
edness. Alumni filed a petition this amination at the end of four weeks,
year and the chapter was permitted he need no longer take the course and
receives a rebate of $5 on his tuition.
to reorganize.

"We have five lettermen back th is *
year, as well as a promising group
of last year’s varsity men and fresh
men. However, we need all the ma
terial we can obtain, so all newcomers
who desire to turn out are urged to'
attend the meeting," said Coach
Adams. He stated that he needed
more hurdlers and distance men In
order to maintain a balanced squad. Abolishing Freshman Restrictions
Telegraphic Meet
Improves System Used
The Varsity schedule is not com
Last Year
pleted. There has been a proposed
telegraphic freshman meet among the Today marks the first anniversary
Pharmacy Organizations Want Topics
schools of the northern division of the of the abolishing of the Associated
For Convention in August
Pacific Coast conference. The plan Women Students’ regulation dealing
has not been officially decided upon with freshman women having dates
Dean C. E. Mollett of the School of
but a schedule of meets has been on week nights, an action which was
Pharmacy is sending out requests for
drawn up. Under the proposed sched taken only after the advisability of
papers and topics for discussion which
ule, the State University freshmen will such procedure was discussed at
will be used at a joint meeting of
meet the yearlings of the University length at several meetings of the ex
representatives of the Conference of
of Idaho and Oregon State college on ecutive board.
Pharmacognosy and Pharmacology
May 6 and the freshmen of the Uni
The amendment was contained in a and the American Pharmaceutical as
versity of Oregon and Washington
report presented to the board by the sociation in Madison, Wis., in August.
State college on May 13. There will
constitution revision and amendment; Dean MolIetC'is secretary of the for
also be a telegraphic conference meet
committee and passed by a major mer organization.
on May 27. The events will be run
ity vote of the members present. The
“The object of the conference is
off In a regular, approved order just
amendment passed a year ago In place to improve the methods of laboratory
Wornout band-saw blades will be
as If the schools were actively com
of the regulation of freshman dates, and lecture teaching and to unify the used as backstops in the new rifle
peting against each other.
read: “There Is no restriction of fresh various courses of instruction in range. They are fastened in frames
The five lettermen who will form
man women having dates but In the schools which are members of the set at an angle of about 22 degrees so
the nucleus of this year’s squad are
interest of scholarship, A. W. S. rec American Association of Colleges of that the bullets will glance into the
Caven, Bob White, Watson, Murray
ommends that freshman women re Pharmacy," said Dean Mollett.
ground.
and Hawke. The other men'who will
frain from having dates on week Both Professor Richards and Dean
Sand bags have proved to be satis
return from the 1932 team are Reyn
nights.” The passage of this amend Mollett were present a t a similar factory in the range at F o rt Missoula,
olds, Dahlberg, McDaniel, Steensland,
ment left the responsibility of regula meeting held in Toronto, Canada, last but have to be replaced once a year.
Vickerman, Smalley, Bainton, Erick
ting social dates of their pledges to year.
Boiler plate or ship plate would
son, Charles Bell, Good, Coriell, Ben
the discretion of the respective soror
make the best back stop but It is too
son, Tweto and Beagarie.
ities.
expensive to be 'practical.
Patronize Kalmln advertisers.
Eligible Freshmen
When asked what she thought of the
The freshman stars from last year success of the plan during the past
who will be eligible are Duff and year, Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman
Peden, who have run the century in said yesterday: “The abolishing of the
less than 10 seconds; Hessel, Ben freshman dating rule has resulted in
White, Mills and West, broad jumpers; greater harmony between freshman
Maury and Bernhard, distance men; women and uppperclass women and is
Taylor and Cunnlff, sprinters; Henry an improvement over the system in
Worden, jumper; Teegarden, Pole effect last year. I hope A. W. S. con
vaulter, and Rhinehart, Oech, Stans tinues this system again next year.”
berry and Wildschut, weight men.
The regulation in effect in the past
Six men who will be eligible but was not altogether satisfactory, and
who have not registered for the spring after abolishing the restrictions, the
quarter are John Bills, Billy Burke, trying of a more lenient plan for a
Harold Duffy, Monte Robertson, Dave year has met with approval.
Rosslter and Clyde Crego.
Commenting yesterday on the plan's
success, Mary Breen, president of A.
W. S., stated; “After a year’s trial, it
has proved more successful and more
satisfactory not to have A. W. S. han
dle the regulation of freshman
Final examinations for the winter women,s dates for week nlghtg. The
quarter will be held Monday, M 4rch|ldea.o£ 'spying' caused resentment and
13, to Thursday, March 16, inclusive. „ j tee„ ng between upperclasa women
These examinations are, in general, of and freshman women, and the abolish
two hour duration, with the exception ing of the rule has given the latter
of classes meeting only Tuesday and greater freedom, yet sufficient restric
Thursday, which are entitled to one tion.”
hour, the second hour of the period With the abolishing of the dating
to which they are assigned. .
rule, it was agreed that organized and
Classes meeting Monday, Wednesday supervised study tables be more
and Friday, may present conflicts with strictly enforced, and it has been the
certain classes meeting Tuesday and concensus on the campus that students
Thursday. Instructors should inquire who have advanced enough in years
and arrange accordingly, but in most to be enrolled as freshmen at the State
cases two hour examinations will be University have reached the age of
possible.
eason. The regulations regarding the
The examination schedule is as fol presence of men in the residence halls
lows: Monday, 8 to 10, all 9 o’clocks; and the sorority houses have remained
10:10 to 12:10, P. & E. P., Economics unchanged.
14ab; 1:10 to 3:10, all 3 o’clocks; 3:20
to 5:20, all French.
Tuesday, 8 to 10, all 11 o’clocks;
chimneys before the eyes of the audience, and throw
10:10 to 12:10, Military Science; 1:10
the jagged pieces into a box already filled with
to 3:10, all 2 o’clocks; 3:20 to 5:20,
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
Landscape drawings of the country
all psychology.
and do an Oriental dance in the glass without in
jury.
Wednesday, 8 to 10, all 10 o’clocks; Immediately south of town are being
used
this
week
in
instructing
the
10:10 to 12:10, biology F llb , botany
EXPLANATION:
F llb ; 1:10 to 3:10, all 1 o’clocks; second-year basic military science
The performers toughen their feet in a strong so
3:20 to 5:20, English F lla , lib , 189b. class for a tactical problem to be
lution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
Thursday, 8 to 10, all 8 o’clocks; worked out next quarter.
with pulverized resin before they appear. They
“In order to save time next quarter
throw the freshly broken glass around the edges of
10:10 to 12:10, accounting 12a, 113b,
and
make
the
work
go
more
smoothly
the
platform. The glass on which they actually do
and auditing 115a; 1:10 to 3:10, all
dance is very thick, heavy, and filed or ground so
we are trying to show the students
Spanish; 3:20 to 5:20, all German.
that the sharp edges are rounded off. The girls
just what they will have to do before
just pretend to dance on the sharp glass.
Examinations for classes meeting on
they get on the field,” said Captain
Tuesdays and Thursdays will be held
S ource : "Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions**
Rogers, instructor.
by Albert A. Hopkins, Munn & Co., New York.
at the following times: 9 o’clock
classes, Monday 9 to 10, library econ
omy 33, pharmacy F12, story 'telling,
metrology; 10 o’clock classes, Wednes
day 9 to 10, fine arts 32a, pharmacy
33, advertising, abstracts; 11 o’clock
classes, Tuesday 9 to 10, English 160b,
The milk delivered to you by
physical education 143b, creative writ
this dairy is carefully selected
ing, principles of coaching (women).
and tested regularly to assure
One o’clock'classes, Wednesday 2:10
purity and richness. And pas
to 3:10, fine arts F13b, 28, elementary
teurization
is the complete safe
• design, advanced design; 2 o’clock
guard.
classes, Tuesday 2:10 lo 3:10, history
101, music F26, 155a, pharmacy 27,
Ask your grocer for Consoli
physical education 143b, teaching of
dated Pasteurized Milk, or if you
history, elementary harmony, music
prefer to have it delivered to
supervision, commercial pharmacy,
your home, Just call us.
principles of coaching (m en); 3
o’clock classes, Monday 2:10 to 3:10,
Pastuerized Milk
business administration 129, home
Is Good Milk Made Safe
economics 21, office management,
foods.
Copyright, 1033, It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Phone 2977
Results from a survey conducted at
Emporia college show that the student
body is more intelligent than the fac
ulty, stays at home more and devotes
more time to their lessons than do
their pedagogues.

A.W .S.Date
Plan Gives
Satisfaction

Tuesday, March 7, I93i
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Band-saw Blades
Will Be Backstops

Approximately 314,000,000 is required
to run Harvard for one year.

Classified Ads
ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD—$16 TWO MEALS, $20
three meals, per month; choice of
menu;
excellent home
cooking.
Yankee Cafe, 612 S. Higgins.
ROOMS FOR BOYS, WITH OR WITHout cooking accommodations; rents
reduced. 724 Eddy.

Mesooia Mercantm Coi

Forestry Men
Here’s a Shirt that is made expressly for -you, and
we’re telling you IT’S SOME SHIRT. Made of Burton’s
heavyweight Irish poplin. Sanforized, so it will never
shrink, in fast color “ forestry green.” Cut good and
full, perfectly tailored and good fitting. 7-button front,
2 breast pockets with button-down
flaps. All sizes....................................

$2.95

Something special in Trousers and Breeches, too. Made
of American Woolen Co.’s heavy worsted whipcord,
“ forestiy green” color. Trousers made with cuff bot
toms and belt loops. Breeches with reinforced seat and
knee, button knee. All pockets of heavy
(P£T C A
sailcloth drill. Quality throughout................

Exam Schedule

Military Science Class
Will Study Drawings

I t 's fu n to b f T ooted
. . . i t ’s m ode fu n to K now

Selected...

Consolidated
Dairies

One of the tricks of cigarette advertis
ing is to pretend that“H eatTreatm ent”
is an exclusive process,making one cig
arette better than any other.
EXPLANATION: A ll cigarette manu
facturers use heat treatment. It is a
routine process of manufacture. The
first Camel cigarette ever made was
manufactured under the heat-treating

process. Every one of the billions of
Camels produced since has received
the necessary heat treatment.
Harsh, raw tobaccos require inten
sive processing under high tempera*
tures. The more expensive tobaccos,
which are naturally mild, call for only
a moderate application of heat. H eat
treatment never can make cheap, in
ferior tobacco good.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts/ that
Cam els a re made from finer/
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

This is the most important statement
ever made in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it
means. Then try Camels.
Camels are fresh ...in the air-tight,
welded Hum idor Pack.

NO TRICKS
. . JU S T COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

